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Devoted to the laterests of Acadiau gcience 91ub, Teachers and Naturalists.

. Jr. E'IfTEo, EJ T oR.

For tbe Argerican Association for the Advauceminet of Science.
SCIENcE, in its five issues-August 17, August 24, August, 31, ;eptemher7, September 14-

contains an elaborate report of the proceedings of this yenr's meeting of the American
Association, which takes plac- in Minnapolis, Minn., beginning on August 15, ana ending
on August 22.

These reports are to b.· made by thoroughly competent persons, in many cases furnlsh-
ed or revised by the authors of the different p pers. This will furnish. almost a year earlier
than the Aosociation itself, a practically complete and partially authentic report of the
entire proceeding . Moreover. as the Association no longer prints all the paipersin full, any
one desia ing a fuller report than lias heretofore been had will find, In the reports of SCIENCE
and of the Association, complements of each other, and, in a combination of the two, as
full a report as almost aniy one could desire. It Is estimated that the SCIENCE report will
equal fully three hundrt d pages of the usual Association report. To accommodate thisi
matter, four issues will be enlarged to tifity-twv pages each. It seems, therefore, justifiable
again to cal] attent. )n to the claim of SCIENCE upon scientific men for their support, both
in behalf of its contents nnd its subscriptio•ns. The Science Company aims to miake it an
absolute necessity for every scientific man to have on his own library-shelves a complete
and bound set of ScPi-sc. When emine-t scientific men throughout the country unite ln
contributing fifteen hundred quarto pages of text, all of which Is mnutely indexed (twice a
year), well printed, and appropriately Illustrated, it certainly seems that every scientitc
and well-educated person ought cheerfully and un.olicited to send in his subscription at the
merely nominal price of five dollars ayear (six dollars to foreign countries). And it Is hoped
that every one who Is enrolled asa member of the Americar Association will atonce realize
that he can in no other way for a like sunm better aid scientific workers and keep himself
informed than by regularly receiving ScIENCE. Io should be borne n mind tha this journal |
Is not conducted for money-making purposes, but as an aid to sclentifie work. Asaguaranty
of its intentions, its list of oflicers speaks for it-elf. Its president is D C. Gliman. the
president - f the Johns Hopkins University ; Its vice-president is Alexander Graham Bed,
inventor of the telephone ; its treasurer Is amuel H. Scudder, the president of the Boston
Society of Natural History; and its other two directors are Gardiner G. Hubbard, ah
attorney and capitalist, and Othniel C. Marsh, the presiden of the National Academy of
Sciences. Alinost one thousand memn bers of the Associa, Ion have already subscribed : and
now the publisher of SCIENCE is desirous of getting the subscriptions from all the rest, so
that when a few months later he publishes a handsome volume containing the names,
occupations, and addresses of ail the subscribers for the first year, it will Include the nane
of every member.

Specimizen, or single copies of SCI ENCE, fifleen cents each.

OSE IM , Pai .blisher for " Th oience Ca.," Cambridge, Mass.
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DURING the past few months we
have sent specimen copies of the
SCIENTIST to a large number of Teach-
ers of Nova Scotia, who are not already
subscribers, with the request that they
return the same, or otherwise notify us,
if they should not wish to become sub-
scribers. This was done as an act of
courtesy towards our fellow-teachers,
and we hope that it was so understood
by ail Though we are endeavouring
to build up a journal largely iri the in-
terests of Teachers, we do not wish
any one to become a subscriber unless
he can see that the SCIENTIST is likely
to be of interest and value to him. It
is, however, an encouraging fact that
while veryfew of the copies thus sent
out have been.returned, many of those
to whom they were sent have written
us expressing their thanks anid approval.

Several of those who returned their
papers neglected to send name and
address therewith. Such receiving
this copy will please return it, with
name and address written on the
wrapper, or notify us by postal card.

THE BELL TELEPHONE.

IT is probable that the recent deci-
sion of the United States Courts recog-
nizing Bell as "the discoverer of a new

and useful art, (the electric transmission
of speech), to which he has exclusive
title," will soon be reversed, inasmuch
as it is now established beyond ques-
tion that Bell was not the original in-
ventor of the telephone. That honor,
according to Prof. S. P. Thompson, an
eminent scientist, belongs to a Ger-
man, Johann Phillipp Reis, " who dis-
covered the electric transmission of
s}peech in 1861, and used devices and
instruments corresponding with those
now used in what is known as the Bell
system of telephony."

The establishment of these facts is a
matter of great public interest,, as this
invention which gives such large
promise of practical usefulness in every-
day life cannot henceforth be monop:
lized by companies or individuals, who
would retard its usefulness by heavily
taxing a patronizing public. The
priority of Reis's discovery givý. the
telephone to the world unrestricted by
patents and free to all.

Louis Bell describes a natural sea-wall
on the New Hampshire coast in the Au-
gust Popular Science Monthly. At Cow
Bay in Halifax County, there is a similar
structure, but shorter and less perfect.
This is a justly famous watering place for
the Haligonians in the heat of the sai-
mer. Thele is uuch more of a fine sandy
beach than of the sea-wall. The locality
is also inter2sting to the geologist for the
tales of pleistocene activity told by the
material exposed in the neighboring head-
lands.
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(For tIhe Scientist.)

IRON COMBUSTION.

I have here before you a jar of pure
oxygen gas, and there is a spiral made
of a stiand of fine iron wire. Before
attaching it to this jar cap, my assis-
tant, who is weighing it before your
eyes, will write its weight upon the
board. There it is, 165 grains. I take
the spiral and heat the extreniity of it
in the lame of the lamp. I next touch
it rapidly with this four of sulphur,
and imediately plunge it while flam-
ing into the oxgyen jar. You see the
sulphur instantly consumed, and a
fierce white light seize hold of the iron
spiral. There it goes, spattering
showers of sparks, melting the wire
which falls in white-hot liquid drops
into the water-covered tray beneath.

As this miniature metallic fire-storm
slowly follows the spiral, let us ex-
amine what takes place. Within the jar
we have but the two elenients oxgyen-
gas and solid iron.

The oxgyen is fast disappearing,
and the air of this room is rushing in
through the cap to fill the vacuum.
Soon the amount of oygyen will be too
small to support this vivid combustion
and it will suddenly die out. What
becomes of it ? The heated iron com-
bines with the adjacent gas, and in do-
ing so becomes still futher heated. A
large portion of the iron becomes an
oxide, and with a considerable amount
of molten and yet unoxidized iron it
drops into the water. The chemical
afîinity or attraction which compels
the two elements to combine is chang-
ed into this intense melting heat.
There is no fiame, because the oxide
produced is neither a vapour nor a gas.
But now the fury of the liquid fire
ceases. The white glow darkens, and
congeals into a metallic sphere. This
I break off after withdrawing the re-
mains of my spiral strand, which my

assistant weighs. He makes the un-
burned wire 99.3 grains. As 165
grains were put into the jar, it follows
that the remainder 65.7 grains have
been burned. Now let us collect the
ashes of our little conflagration, to see
whether the burned 65.7 grains of
iron appears diminished or increased
by the fiery operation. I collect all the
metallic globules and fragments, and
place them on this pan which is heat-
ed by a spirit lamp. The fragments
soon become heated and perfectly dry;
and remember they are the products of
the combustion of 65.7 grains of pure
iron. My assistant weighs them. He
makes it 77-5 grains. The process of
combustion has therefore added 11.8
grains of weight to the 65-7 grains of
iron. This 11.8 grains must there-
fore be the weight of the oxgyen com-
bined with the iron, or as, you can
easily calculate, between 3o and 40
cubic inches of oxgyen combining with
iron produce all the light and heat de-
veloped in our experiment. But by
careful experiments it has been found,
that were the iron thoroughly burned
in this operation 3 grains of oxgyen
would combine with 21 grains of iron
forming what is called the magnetic ox-
ide of iron F3 04. If 8 grains of ox-
gyen combine with 21 grains of iron,
then 11.8 grains of oxygen have com-
bined with 30.97 grains of iron in our
experiment. Therefore of the 65.7
grains of iron burned, only 30.97 grains
have been truly burned into the mag-
netic oxide, while 34.73 grains of un-
combined iron remains mixed with the
oxide in these globules. Our metallic
fire therefore is the product of the
chemical combination of 30.97 grains
of iron and 11.8 grains or about 35
cubic inches of pure oxygen. By the
slow oxidation of the same amount of
iron to the red oxide, F2 03, by leav-
ing the iron exposed to the weather,
even a greater amount of heat would
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be given out than in our experiment
but the period of oxidation being a
long one, the arnount of heat would be
given off gradually during the whole
period, and vould not be sensible ex-
cept to very delicate instruments of in-
vestigation.-Note C,em. Lect. Pictou
Academy.

COLLECTING FERNS.

[REPRINTED FROM FIFTH MONTHLY REPORT
OF ACADIAN SCIENCE CLUB, sEPT. 1882.]

Every ardent admirer of nature is a
lover of ferns, but is not always so situated
as to be abla to collect those beautiful
plants, and establish thein alive in a fern-
ery. In such a case the best thing to do is
to gather the fronds or leaves and preserve
them in a fern portfolio. Of course it is
desirable to find the inost perfect specimens
of the fronds it is intended to preserve and
such a search will rcquire great care and
attention. If there be any breakage, or any
unnatural discoloration of the frond, or in-
jury by insects, such a specimen must be
rejected. It is essential, too, that a frond,
to be gathered for preservation, should be
completely unrolle~d and unfolded into its
nost perfect state of growth.. When pos-
sible, the time for taking the frond should
be just before the ripening of the fructifi-
cation. If the latter be fully ripe the
spore cases will burst in the process of dry-
ing, and the specimen will not be so
interesting as an object of study when
transferred into the portfolio. As there are
various periods of the year for the arriv-
ing at maturity of the fructifications of
different kinds of ferns, it would not be
possible, on one tour, to gather all the
kinds at the saine stage ; but by collecting
thoroughout the sui mer and au tunn dur
ing successive years, whenever the oppor-
tunity occurs, a comiplete collection of
fronds secured at the right season of growth
could be obtained. However, as objects of
beauty to the collector, ferns, with or
without their fructification, are always
an acquisition to the fern portfolio.

But as to the manner of collecting and
preserving ferns. First of all it must be
borne in mind that the object of the collect-
or is to preserve the color and entire form

of the leaf in a dry state. On starting
therefore, on a collecting tour it is
neccesary to go provided with a number
of dryers. Thle sheets are to be carried
between two boards, secured by two strong
buckle straps with a third passing under
the other two and buckled for a handle
by which to carry this conbination press
and collecting case. The proper size for
the boards is about twelve by seventeen
inches. The isual size of botanical paper
for mounting specimens for the herbarium
is eleven anc. a half by sixteen and a half
inches, and the plant to be mounted must
be a little sinaller.

When the first frond is taken, the boards
nust be opened and one of thein laid flat

opon the ground ond covered with a couple
of dryers. On this the frond, which should
be cut froni the root stalk at the base of
the stemn, should be placed. Upon it should
be placed the reniainder of the sheets
beginning at the apex of the frond, holding
the superincumbent sheets in the left
band, the left wrist keeping them down,
while the right hand-as the sheets are
being gradually lowered-is employed,
with the aid of a pointed stick, in adjust-
ing the frond in a manner to prevent any
cruipling or doubling of ths parts. As
soon as the frond has been thus arranged
it may be followed by another in a similar
way, always keeping a dryer between or,
if no other is at han , the remaaining dryers
should be carefully laid upon the pile, the
second board placed upon them and the
whiole secured by the straps

The next step, after the collector reaches
home with his spoils, is to arrange them
for drying. They should be examined
carefully iii order to remedy any folding
or crumnpling. This can be easily done,
while -they are green and pliant, by the aid
of the pointed stick already mentioned.
The simall magnifying glass mentioned in
a former report would be found very use-
ful in arranginga the fronds, especialy of
the smaller inds of ferns. A fresh set of
drying papers should now be used and the
fronds laid carefully upon them -two or
three dryers between each-the whole
placed between thick boards and a pres-
sure, moderate au first, but increased, as
the specimens dry, to thirty or forty
pounds, applied. The dryers should be
changed daily at first, afterwards not so
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frequently, until the fronds become
thoroughly dried, care being taken each
time that the parts are properly arranged.

From the press the transfer to the port-
folio is an easy process. Here arrange-
ment must be left in a great measure to
the taste of the collector. A few sugges-
tions may, however, be (if service. When
ferns have two kinds of fronds-barren
ard fruitful-specinerns of each should be
obtained ; and it is desirable to have two
specnens of the fronds of every species
so that the front and back nay be shown
side by side, the front being generally dis-
tinguished by greater depth and richness of
coloring, while the bc.-Ik has its arrange-
ment of spore cases, and their coverings.
The order of arranging the fronds should
be according to genera, and in a portfolio
provided with guards and containing sheets
of stout white paper, such as is used by
botanists. The -pecinens should be lightly
fastened to the paper by means of fine
threads passing over and secured at the
back of the sheet. A label should be at-
tached to each specimen bearing the name,
when it can be ascer:ained, and the time
and place of gathering. In this way can
be arranged an object not only of interest
to the botanical studenî tit a thing of
beauty that must be admired by all *who
have, in an-y degree, taste to appreciate the
beautiful it nature.

(For the Acadian Science Club.)

LECTURES ON MINERALOGY.

III.--PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 0F
MINERALS.

The chief physical properties to be
determined are: i, ffardness, which is
determined by the ease or difficulty
with which it is scratched. The follow-
ing minerals may be taken as a scale of
hardness for comparison. i. Talc, 2.
Gypsum, 3. Calcite, 4. Fluorite, 5.
Apatite. 6. Feldspar, 7. Quartz, 8.
Topaz, 9. Sapphire, 10. Diamond. The
hardness is usually determined by try-
ing the minerai with the finger nail, the
point of a knife, or by drawing a sharp
edge across a piece of glass, then com-
paring with the scale. Should it be the

same as calcite it is said to have the
hardness of 3 ; if it is a little harder
than this, but not so hard as fluorite, it
is -.5. The numbers above 7 & 8 in
the scale are not often needed. H., is
the abbrevation used to denote hardness

IL. Specic Gravity (Gr). The
relative weight of the mineral compar-
ed with water, may be determined ap-
proximately after a little experience by
its sense of weight in the hand.

III. Cleavage, the tendency to
break in certain directions. It may be
described as eminent, distinct, indistinct,
in traces, or di,«cult. It is also named
according to the direction in which it
takes place.

IV. Fracture, the kind of surface
obtained by breaking where there is no
cleavage. The following are the principle
forms noticed, even when the surface is
flat, uneven when the surface is rough,
hackly, when covered with sharp jag
ged points. Conchoida4 when covered
with curved surfaces.

V. Color, depending on the kind of
light reflected or transmitted. A play of
colors is an expresssion used where
several prismatic colors appear on turn-
ing the mineral. Irridescence, where
prismatic colors are seen within a crys-
tal. Tarnisz, where the surface color
bas beei changed by exposure.

VI. Streak, the color of the mark
made by the mineral on some bard
white surface like unglazed porcelain.
It simply shows the color ofthe finely pul-
verized mineral, which is often quite dif-
erent from the solid specimen. Its deter-
mination is of considerable importance.

VII. Luster, depending on the
manner in which light is refiectea.
The kinds of lustre are: i Metaltic,
the luster of metals; where it is imper-
fect it is called sub-metallic. 2. Vit-
reous, luster of broken glass. The
term sub-vitreous is also used. 3. Pear-
ly, like pear. Talc is an example. 4.
.Resjnous, like resin, or zinc blende. 5
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Adamantine, diamond-like. 6. Silky,
as fibrous gypsum. The Intensity of
luster is denoted by the following terns :
i. Splende,4 where a definite imrige
is reflected as in iron pyrites. 2. Shin-
ing, bright, but no definite image is
produced, as in calcite. 3. G/isten-
ing, a general reflection where no
image is formed, as in copper pyrites.
4. Glimmnering, where the reflection
is very imperfect, as in fint. The term
dutl, denotes total absence of luster, as
in chalk. The determination of the
crystalline form is also of importancein
classifying minerals, but space prevents
me from dwelling on that subject. By
carefully studying the chernical and
physical properties as given in this brief
course the student should be able, with
the aid of a good manual of mineralogy,
(Dana's being one of the best) to name
all common minerals and ores. Should
any further information be desired by
those taking the course, please corres-
pond with the author.

S. K. HITCHINGS.

(Fw the Scientist.)

CASSIOPEIA,
Or, The Lady's Chair.

BY PROF. A. E. COLDWELL.

During the -te summer and autunm
months, there may be seen in the N.
E. heavens a somewhat conspicuous
constellation resembling in shape a W,
or inverted M, though it is sometimes
likened to a chair. This is Casseopeia,
a beautiful group, containing in all 55
stars, visible to the naked eye, of which
five are prominent and form the out-
line of the W, three at the angles and
two at the extremities. This constella-
tion is about 300 frorm the North Pole,
in the opposite direction from the
Dipper, a line passing Megras in the
latter, (delta Ursae Majoris) and

through the Pole Star, passes through
a star in Casseopeia, called Caph
or beta cassiopeùe. This line continued
around the heavens, forms the impor-
tant great circle, called the Equinoctial
Colure, or First Meridian.

The five, brightest stars of this con-
stellation are known as follows, begin-
ning at the N. E. or right hand side
of the W: 1st, beta cassiopeie, or
caph ; 2nd, alpha c, or Shedir; 3rd,
gamma c ; 4th, delta c; 5th, epsilon c.

The position of this constellation
especially of caph, is important to the
mariner and surveyor, as it is a guide
to the Polar Star, indicating when it is
E. or W. of the true pole, and also
when it is on the meridian. In a
former article I stated that the pole
star was i° and 31' distant from the true

pole of the heavens. If we wish to get
the exact latitude by the North Star,
we must make our observation
when it is exactly E. or W., of the true
pole, that is when it and capb are in
an east and west line or parallel to the
horizon. If we wish to get the magnet-
ic variation we must make our obser-
vation when the pole star and caph
are in a line at right angles to the hor-
izon. This of course happens twice in
24 hours.

There is on foot a project for the con-
struction of a ship canal through Palestine,
commencing at Acre, thence across the
p'ain of Esdraelon to the River Jordan,
thence down the valley of the Jordan,
through the Dead Sea, and southerly to
the head of the Gulf of Akabah, an arm
of the Red Sea -in all about 275 miles.
The filling of the valley of the Jordan up
to the sea-level would'create a large in-
land sea.

It is proposed to build a ship canal from
Bristol Channel across the peninsula of
Somerset and Devon to the-English Chan-
nel, at an estimated cost of about fifteen
millions of dollars.
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NEWS AND NOTES

The silver willows in Pictou bave their
leaves affected by a blight which giadu-
ally b'ackens them.

The unification of geological nomencla-
ture, and of the systems of colors used for
geological maps, is expected to come up
before the International Congress of Geo-
logists at its next meeting in Berlin.

Bartsia 0dontiles, Huds. (Red Bartsia)
Senecco Jacoboa, L., (St James Rag wort,
alias Stinkin Willie) and Senecco V'iscosa.
L., (Clammy Ragwort) are too abundant
in Pictou County. In vhat other count.
ies are they found ? They are slowly
spreading. The worst of them by far, is
S. Jacobaea.

Dr. Oscar Leuz maintains that the ari-
dity of the Western Sahara crossed by him
between Morocco and Timnbuucoo, is com-
paratively recent, and vas caused by thef
felling of the forests on the Ahaggar moun-
tain range. The growing aridity of dome
portions of the United States and Canada,
and the increasing violence of floods, are
traceable to similar causes. Intelligent
legislative action on this subject is urgent-
ly required in Nova Scotia.

The following are the heights of the
nost remarkable high buildings in the
vorld : towers of Cologne Cathedral, 524
ft. 11 in., or 515 ft. 1 in ; tower of St.
Nicholas at Hamburg, 473 ft. 1 in ; cupola
of St. Peter's, Rome, 469 ft. 2 in ; cathe-
dral spire at Strasbarg, 465 ft. 11 in. ;
Pyramid of Cheops, 449 ft. 5 in ; of St.
Stephen's, in Vienna, 443 ft. 10 in ; cathe-
dralof Antwerp, 404 ft. 10 in. : St. Paul's,
London, 365 ft. l in. : at towers of Notre
Dame at Paris, 232 ft. 1I in.

Baron Nordenskjold's expedition to
Greenland started recently in the Sofia, a
small steamer loaned by the Swedish Gov-
ernment, under the connand of Captain
Nilsson, and a crew of thirteen hands.
The Baron is acconpanied by some half
dozen assistants, representing different de-
partments of Natural History and Science ;
two Laplanders, two Norwegian ice-mas-
ters, and one harpooner. The Sofa car-
ries fourteen months' provisions. The
work which Baron Nordenskjold purposes
to accomplish is to penetrate irto the

centre of Greenland, in order to t2st the
theorv that the interioris not a vast stretch
of ice~ fields, as commonly supposed, but a
land made green, at lenast in aummer, by
its verdure. Alter returning fron his
trip to the interior, Nordenskjold propo-
ses to search for traces of the Norse colo-
nies fonnded nine hundred years ago.
The Baron's expedition is of great public
interest, as it is hoped that thereby some
important additions will be made to our
knowledge of the early settlement of Ame-
rica, and further information be gained in
regard to that boreal portion of our hemis-
phere about which so little is now known.

CELLULoID PRINTING-PLATES.-CellU-
loid, thougli conparatively a recent prod-
uct, is being continually applied to new
uses in the arts. A French inventor, M.
Jennis, bas succeeded in producing remark-
able resuits by ineans of celiuloid printing-
plates, both from wcod-engravmgs arnd
font type. These are aaid to posses.-great
fineness, and to be considerab y more
durable in service than either metal
stereotypes or electrotypes. The process
consists m taking a copy of the engravings
on wood, or of the type, with the use of a
special cernent, which hardens rapidly,
and takes the finest lines sharply. After
about twentv minutes this coment is hard
and resistant. T'e press in which this
first impression is taken should be slightly
heated ; and a sheet of celluloid is employ-
ed to obtain a counter-impression from
this, which is then prepared by ordinery
methods for the printing-press.

M. Jannin is now engaged, on a large
scale, in making celluloid reproductionsof
letter-text, engravings of all descriptions,
bas-re'iefs, medals, and imitations of cary-
ings in ivory. The work is executed
very rapidly. A plate can be made with-
in an hour, while to inake a good electro-
type by the usual process requires from
twelve to fifteen hours. A celluloid plate
bas been subjected to twenty-five thousand
mpresions, apparently without losing any
of its sharpness.

When used as a substitute for wood in
the production of large printing-type, it
is found to be iuch preferable to wood.
It bas a fine surface, possesses great durab-
ility, can be readily worked, is light, and
can stand all the rough usage of the job
press.-Populær &ience News.
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,ORRESPONDENCE.

JEditor "Acadian Scientist:

If your botanical readers, who are
commencing practical botany would
send me as many of the weeds and
and plants growing in their vicinity,
with their commlon names as used in
their locality, I would not only be very
much obliged, but vould gladly return
them the botanical names and render
such other assistance as I might be able.
My object is to find out to what extent
the same popular naies are applied to
the same plants in different sections of
the country. If your readers take an
interest in the work, I shall be happy
to give thein the results of my observa-
tions, when completed, in the SCIEN-
TISi.

All parcels addressed to "Pictou
Academy, Nova Scotia," shall receive
immediate attention. Marked"botanical
specimens," they pass through the Cana-
dian and American mails at the rate of
only one cent for every quarter of a
pound.

A. H. McKAY.

A correspondent from New Bruns-
wick asks an explanation or a selected
paragraph which appeared on page 5 of
the July No. of the SCIENrisýT, in
which it is stated that a man weighing
150 lbs. on the earth would weigh 45,-
ooo lbs. on Jupiter. In reply, the
Astronomical Director would say that
he is ignorant of the source of this
selection and further that he cannot
defend the statement. The law of at-
traction is this-The attraction of a
sphere upon a point at its surface is
directly as the mass and inversely as
the square of its radius; that is if you
double the mass of a sphere while the
diameter remains the same you double
the weight of a body on the surface; if
you double the diameter while the mass

remains the sane the weight of a body
at the surface is reduced to one-fourth.

Now the mass of Jupiter is 213 times
that of the earth but its diameter is i i
times as great ; therefore the relative
attractions at the surfaces of these two
planets would be as 213 is to 112 or 121,
and r lb. on the earth would weigh
2 1 3 lbs. on Jupiter, or neaaly 2 lbs., ii
the two planets were at rest. But
Jupiter rotates in about 1o hours and
its circumference is i i times that of the
earth so that a point on Jupiter's Equat-
or is rotated 25 times as fast as - point
on the earth and would con: quently
have a correspondingly greater centri-
fugal force or tendency to overcoine
the force holding it to the surface. I
have no doubt therefore that the com-
mon assertion that gravity on the larger
planets is vastly in excess of the same
force on the earth is entirely incor-
rect. The difference in centrifugal
force should overcome the slight diffe:-
ence in attraction and render the weight
of our assunied man about the saine on
either planet. if I am wrong in this, I
an open to correction for I know that
r. very different statement is ofte - made.

A. E. C.

LITERARY NOTICES.

The current number of the Princeton
Review is at hand, and proves to be of
more than usual interest. The leading
article is one by President Porter of Yale
College, entitlel "A College Fetich'' and
which reviews the utterances of Mr. Chas.
Fraincis Adams, Jr., before the Harvard
Aluniri. Mr. Adams, it will be remem-
bered, referred to the study of the classics
as the fetich worshipped in colleges, and
claimed that small benefit was derived by
himself and classmates froin such study,
and that French and German would have
been of greater service to them in practical
life. President Porter holds that a
thorough knowledge of the classies not
only makes simple the study of modern
languages, but that such knowledge cannot
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fail in its beneficial resu.lts to the student
in any profession in practical life.

A not less interesting paper than this,
and one which will repay a careful perusal,
is by Herbert Putman on "Our Iron
Woolen and Silk Industries." As is vell
known, these industries were at first pro..
tected by the Government of the United
States, because they could not support
thenselves, but, if it is shown that they
have no need of protection or that they will
never be able to support themselves, then
the reason for protection does not exist.
Mr. Putman conclusively proves that they
are no longer "infant" industries ; they
are now able to stand alone, and protection
should therefore be denied them.

Other articles in the number are "Incin-
eration" by the Rev. J. D. Beugless, Pres-
ident of the New York Cremation Society
which advances the claims of Cremation
as a superior method of disposing of the
dead. '" Recent French Fiction " by J.
Brander Matthews. This paper is interest-
ing in its review of the methods of the
leading novelists of France, and the ten-
dencies of their work. The writer says,
that "'French novels are far more widely
read in America than in England" and
that, " the novehsts of France haç'e in-
fluenced the novelists of America far more
than the novelists of any other nation-
England alone excepted.

The Anticedent Probabilities cf a
Revelation " by President David J. Hill
of the Lewisourg UniversiLy, " The Artist
as Painter " bv John F. Weir, N. A., Yale
School of the vine Arts, are other essays
in the number.

2 Nassau St., New York. Three dollars
a year. Fifty cents a numbEir.

THE (HILDHOOD OF RELIGIONS. By
Edward Clodd. Price 15 cents. No. 47
of the "Library of Science."

The author tre4ts of the origin and de-
velopment of religious ideas among the
principal civilized nations of ancient times,
and developed by researches of men of
science. The work exhibits the perfection
of literary style combined with profound
scholarsbip. In thirteen chapters it details
the legends of the past about the creation ;
the history of creation as told by science;
thelegends of the past about mankind ; the
story of the early races of man; the Aryan
or, Indo.European nations; Hindu reli-

gion ; the religion of Zoroasters; of
Buddha; of Chinese; of the Semitie
nations; Mohomuedanism, etc. Sent post-
p aid on receipt of pice. Address, A. J.
Pineo, Wolfville, N. S.

THE A JERIcAN TEACHER is a new edu-
cational journal issued by the New Ena-
land Pub. Co. of Boston. it is the reslt
of the union of Tte Public School, The
Primary Teacher, The Kindergarten Messen-
ger and The Amrnerican Teacher, and aimus to
combine in itself the points of excellence
of all these publications. Though specially
valuable to primary teachers it neverthe-
less contains much matter of interest to
those of higher grades. Monthly. 32
pages.- $1.00 a year.

THE WEEKLY HAwKEYE published at
Burlington, Ilowa, is one of the most
sparkling literary papers that comes to
,our table. Every number is full of read-
able articles and is actually brimiaming with
inimitable humor. If laughing tends to
mna ke one grow fat it shouldnot take along
time for constant readers of the Hawk eye
to show an increasing corpulency.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.

Every subscriber has the privilege of insert-
ing in this departinent one notice, not exceed-
ing five lines, each year. Beyond that, and
for non-subscribers, the charge is 5 cents a line.

MINERALs ExCHANGED.-All persons in-
terested in this department will do well to give
me a trial. Address,

ANDREw HARITMAN,
1219 North 44th St., Philadelphia, P2.

WANTED.-Back numbers of Popular Science
Monthly, Princeton Review, and A merian Na-
turalist, in exchange for N. S. Minerals.

A. J. PINEO,
Wolfville, N. S.

I wish -. few good exchanges in minerals and
fossils. Will give fine Nova Scotia minerals
and Maine fossils for those of other regions.

S. K. HITCHINGS,
Biddeford, Me.

MINERALS, FossiLs, AND SHELLs wanted
in exchange from all parts of America. Have
large and fine stock of Nova Scotia Zeolite
and other Crystalised Minerals, and many
Fossils and Shells. A. J. PINEo,

Wolfville, N.B.
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Would call the attention of Teachers and others to the following Educati>ni.l
Works all of vhich are prescribed for use in the Publ;c Schools in Nova Scoli.:.

HEALT H, a Hand-book for Schools,
SPELLING BOO)K SUPERSEDED, Revised edition,
GENERAL HISTORY OF THE VORLD, in press,
DALGI EISH INIFRODUCTORY COMPOSITION,

HISTORY OF BRITISH AMERICA, Calkin
OBJECT IESSONS, Calkin,
CALKIN'S JUNIOR GEOGRAPHY,
CALKIN'S SENIOR

TODHUNTER'S ALGEBRA,
TANNER'S CHEMISTRY,
STEELE'S SCIENCE SERIES,
SCIENCE PRIMERS.
BOOK-KEEPING, E. & F.

ROYAL READERS,
CALKIN'S NOVA SCOTIA,
CO.LIER'S HISTORIES,
WORMELL'S PHILOSOPHY,
BOTANY-HOW PLANTS GROW.

THE ROYAL SERIES 0F GOPY B00eS,
Revised Edition, complete in i o nuinbers.

ALSO DIT STOCE:

ACADIAN GEOLOGY,
LECKY'S NAVIGATION,

LORD'S EUROPE,
WALL MAPS, Phillil

PHELP'S BOTANY,
SMITH'S GRAMMAR,

Shakespeare's Plays, for School<.
ps. WALL MAPS. Betts'.

school1
Exercise Books, Note Books and General School Stationery, in great variet%.

Our Book Catalogue will be mailed to any address free of charge.

A. iý W. MAGI(INLAY,
Publishers, Booksellers and

HALIFAX, N S.

Stationrs,

G--lozes, sohoo01 l tlaÉ3ses,



THE WONDER
Of t~.e A. gai

The TeR-Cent Atlas,
Published by the

laten o ald trt.54O.
Mailed free upon receipt of price.

Contains 16 beautifully colored and minutely
accurate Maps.

We are now importing direct from the fol-
lowing publishers :--H arper & Bros., ).
Appleton & Co., Sheldon & Co., Ivison,
Blakenan, Taylor & Co., A. S. Barnes &
C., and alse from the largest general School
Supply Jobbing louse, Baker, Pratt & Co.,
in New York; John Allyn, Ginn. H eath &-
Co., and the New Engiani News Co., in
Boston.

AnÙ' Book publi.hed or imported into the
United States can be procured at short notice.

GIVE US A TRIAL.
Acldress-

Western Book&News Co
A. M. HOARE,

MANAGER,

Wolfvill, - ova, Scotia.

One column one nonth........................S2.5o
" thrce mont ...................... 6.oo

inch one month,.........................o.so
threc months...... .................. z.25

MacGregor & Knight,
IMP>oltTERS OF

School and College Books,
125 Cranville Street,

HALIFAX, N. S.

ZI.diaß Arrow Points uitabt:e for
- jewelry. Small and perfect. Wholesafe

trade preferred. Mailed and registered for
Sr.oo cash.

F. W. GILH AM,
Care of W. A. H on.st ANs,

Ogden, Utah.

DEALER IN

Stuffed Birds, lird<' Eggs, Eyes, and Taxidermist.
Supplies.

Catalogues sent on application. .E

319 Yonga St., Toronto, ont . :

Nova Scotia Minerals.
I will send the following Mintrals to any addre,,

postpaid, for 5o cents :
AranILIrr, .\sumyiTErm, HEt I.as>rrE, Lim -

IosTITE. SA Ti. SNan, SEI.ENITE, STII.HITE, (white).
I)o. (yellow).

These arc not mnere fragments, but fine, showy
specimen-, sNome of thenm being peculiar in b.atv t,
this locahty. They arc suitable in size for School.
Academy, or the private Cabinct, being as large and
tinc as thosc uisually sold at fromn fifteen tu twenty-fi. e
cents each. Evcry one who orlerthis. collction wilil.e
pIleased with it. Larger specincs'. for Coilege Cabinet
at proportional rate'. Addrcss-

A. J. PINEO,
Wolfville, N. S.

B~W*IC~ P or D R. Y

MACHINE SHOP.

PINEO & CLARK,
MANUFACTUtER. <F-

STOVES. PI.OWS,LEATH ER RO.LERS, OR NA-
MENTAL CASTINGS, ROOF RAI LING,

IRON FENCING. ALSO ZINC COMPOSITION
BRASS CASTINGS.

Ail kinds of Casting for Agriculture, Ship and Milt
work.

3rollo w wr aro, Sn.2 to -r c F r c.

BERWICK, N. S.

"7 a.ttd I
A copy of Dr. Gcesncr's " Remarks on the Geology

ani Mineralogy of Nova Scoti.t," for which a good
price will be paid. A. J. PINEO,

Wolfville. N. S.


